A controls and EMS platform that
links users and their assets, ensuring
dynamic operations in a changing world

®

Future-proofed design, with
storage ready solar controls and
storage augmentation built in

Revenue stream and dispatch
flexibility, with experience
across 10 markets globally

Fleet level management,
standardizing the interface
across your assets

RESolve® is the culmination of:
» 21GW of project portfolio

» Over four decades of experience

» A proven safety management program

» A globally united workforce

THE

®

ADVANTAGE

RESolve® controls are customized to meet the demands of any customer. They
are bolstered by RES’ industry leading expertise in development, engineering,
construction, operations, finance and project ownership. It is a controls
platform developed with the needs of the entire project and portfolio
lifecycle in mind.
As a technology agnostic solutions provider, RESolve® is uniquely positioned
to integrate and standardize the various technologies and vendors across
your fleet. It provides a consistent operations experience and easily adapts to
ongoing market changes.

Applications include
STANDALONE STORAGE
End to end control of storage facilities,
from component integration to service
dispatch. Flexible value stacking and
advanced diagnostic functionality to
ensure your storage assets have the
highest levels of performance.

HYBRID SOLAR + STORAGE
RESolve supports both DC and AC coupled
architectures. When DC coupled RESolve enables
advanced control such as DC clipped energy capture.
As an AC coupled facility RESolve gives the ability
to control the assets separately or as a combined
facility, delivering flexibility in your offtake.

FUTURE PROOF SOLAR
Delivering a solar power plant controller
with the full functionality of a hybrid
system built in from the start. Keeping
your solar assets flexible to adapt when
storage can enhance project returns.

FLEET
RESolve unifies your fleet, bringing the control,
dispatch and monitoring of your entire fleet in to 1
location. Cloud enabled, supplier agnostic and with
the flexibility you need to scale.

Future Flexibility
System pre-scheduled to
split capacity to specific
control modes
Power

RESolve® is built for the future with flexible
features today and an architecture that allows
for delivering value in the grid of tomorrow.
Native scheduling and value stacking grants
users flexibility in how your assets interact with
markets or create value.
RESolve® makes adding new control modes simple
and worry free through its architecture. It allows
functionality to be added without interfering
with the complexities of site integration.
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